
THE SITUATION
PROTECT YOUR HOME is one of the largest authorized dealers of 
ADT services in the world. In an effort to generate new installation 
leads, the company wanted to ramp up its social media activity 
and called on Gerard for help.  

HOW WE HELPED 
Because PROTECT YOUR HOME helps nearly 200,000 people 
each year find peace of mind through home security, our social 
strategy for the company involved leveraging a thought leader-
ship-based approach. Through multiple online avenues, Gerard 
was able to strategically connect with PROTECT YOUR HOME’s 
core audience — suburban moms — by delivering a range  
of content intended to help them keep their families safe.  
Our plan entailed: 

• Developing blog posts and long form e-books that live on the 
company’s website, which provided not only good content for 
our audience but also significant SEO benefits

• Using Facebook and Twitter to tease new content and drive  
the company’s audience back to its website so that they could 
not only enjoy the content but also consider signing up for 
alarm services

• Sharing and distributing relevant content from other sources 
related to PROTECT YOUR HOME’s core topic of family safety
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Gerard developed blog posts 
and longform e-books that 
live on the company’s website, 
which provided not only good 
content for our audience, but 
also significant SEO benefits.



THE OUTCOME
As a direct result of our efforts:

• Untapped PROTECT YOUR HOME prospects began to view  
the company as a trusted resource for safety advice.

• PROTECT YOUR HOME grew its social media  
following considerably.

• The company generated enthusiastic new leads, which they  
were able to move into the installation process.
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Untapped PROTECT YOUR 
HOME’s prospects began to  
view the company as a trusted 
resource for safety advice.
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS THINK

Gerard came into the fold at a pivotal time for us. 

We had just parted ways with our previous creative 

agency, and we needed help picking up the slack 

right away. Not only did Carolyn and her team jump 

right in and get started right away, they also helped 

us expand our content marketing efforts and improve 

our response time for customer service through  

social media. The team is so easy to work with.  

We’re lucky to have them aboard!”
 
Cortney Mundy 
Manager, Marketing Services
Protect Your Home
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In 2014, the global home security  

market was valued at an astounding  

$28.3 billion, which is forecasted to  

increase to $47.5 billion by 2020.* 

 

The numbers paint a fascinating  

picture — clearly, home security  

and home automation are in high  

demand, and this high demand  

has bred unprecedented innovation. 

Introduction

*http://www.securitysales.com/article/forecast_global_home_
security_market_to_be_worth_47.5b_by_2020
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from arming and disarming via mobile apps to delivering live video surveillance 
of your home to your smartphone, tablet or computer. Most mobile home  
security apps will also allow you to get notifications about broken or missing 
sensors, and you can even set up an alert to remind you if your system  
hasn’t been armed. 

With the latest video surveillance features,  
you can check in on your home from anywhere  
in the world with an Internet connection.  
You can also sync your cameras to motion  
detectors and receive triggered  
clips automatically.

Today’s security systems offer unparalleled 
convenience and real-time access —
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